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BEST SEASON OF THE YEAR  

This Day in History: Today is National Peanut Day. On September 13, 1501, the Italian artist 
Michelangelo began work on the marble statue of David. The six-ton statue was completed in 1504. In 
1936, 17-year-old Bob Feller struck out 17 Philadelphia A’s as he pitched a 2 hitter in a 5-2 Cleveland win.           

Market Update: Despite a bit of anxiety with last week’s treasury auctions, swap rates traded 
in a tight range, with rates increasing slightly across a steepening curve.      

 

 
Commercial loan originations and hedging activity appear to be picking up as we have seen 
an uptick in both executing commercial loan hedges and requests for new indications. We 
continue to see interest in hedging longer term investment securities to protect against 
declines in capital at risk (CAR).   

September brings what many believe to be the best season of the year: Football. Football has 
two genres, college and NFL, and most fans have a favorite between the two. No matter which 
football category is your favorite, September is a great time as most teams have expectations 
for improved performance and upgraded results since the end of last season (OK, Alabama just 
wants to continue its level of excellence).  

Every football coach talks about the need to perform well in three areas: offense, defense, and 
special teams. It is a rare team that excels in all three areas. One benefit of interest rate 
products is they can be used in each area so your team can compete and win against 
sometimes bigger and stronger competition. Derivatives can be used for: 

Offense: Swaps allow you to take advantage of available asset yields and yield curve 
opportunities to add long term loans or investments without taking rising rate risk. More and 
more community banks are providing their offensive staff (CFO’s, investment officers, and 
lenders) with these tools to compete with larger lenders to consistently obtain new business, 
offer their customers what they want, widen investment options, and increase profitability.  

Term 9/10/2021 9/3/2021 8/10/2021 WoW MoM
2y 0.32 0.30 0.32 0.02 -0.01
3y 0.56 0.53 0.57 0.03 -0.01
5y 0.91 0.87 0.92 0.04 0.00
7y 1.15 1.12 1.14 0.04 0.01

10y 1.37 1.34 1.36 0.03 0.01
20y 1.65 1.64 1.66 0.02 -0.01

2s/10s slope 1.05 1.04 1.04 0.01 0.01

ChangeSwap Rates
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Defense: Derivatives provide unusual flexibility and the ability to play both ways, much like 
football stars of many years ago. Interest rate swaps can be used to defend against interest rate 
risk, whether it be rising rates, falling rates, changing slope, etc., inherent in your balance sheet. 
Many of these defensive weapons are used on the liability side as banks can lock in cheap 
capital levels or funding in ways that benefit the bank. Banks that prudently use derivatives to 
control risk—such as those that defended against falling rate risk two years ago—end up with 
the best possible results: the defensive squad scores points.  

Special teams: These applications are used less often but can be essential and can make the 
difference in a close competition between your bank and another institution. One example of 
these tools is forward start swaps. They allow the bank to lock in a borrower’s future borrowing 
rate today, protecting them against higher future rates, without you taking interest rate risk. In 
addition, they allow banks flush with liquidity to lock in a future funding cost when it is likely 
funds will be needed. Other customers have used caps and floors to protect against interest 
rate changes, providing them a known maximum cost of this interest rate risk insurance.  

Football season is here, and a combination of offense, defense and special teams wins games! 
Contact us to discuss how we can help you improve any area of your game to help you compete 
and win.  

Have a great week! 
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INTENDED FOR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS ONLY. The information included herein has been obtained from sources deemed reliable, but it is not in 
any way guaranteed, and it, together with any opinions expressed, is subject to change at any time. Any and all details offered in this publication are 
preliminary and are therefore subject to change at any time. This has been prepared for general information purposes only and does not consider the 
specific investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of any individual or institution. This information is, by its very nature, 
incomplete and specifically lacks information critical to making final investment decisions. Investors should seek financial advice as to the 
appropriateness of investing in any securities or investment strategies mentioned or recommended. The accuracy of the financial projections is 
dependent on the occurrence of future events which cannot be assured; therefore, the actual results achieved during the projection period may vary 
from the projections. Interest rate swaps and derivatives are offered and sold via Vining Sparks Interest Rate Products, LLC (VSIRP). VSIRP is an 
independent operating entity and is not a subsidiary of Vining Sparks IBG, LP. VSIRP is not a broker/dealer registered with the SEC. The firm may have 
positions, long or short, in any or all securities mentioned. Vining Sparks is a member FINRA/SIPC.

This material was produced by a Vining Sparks Interest Rate Products representative and is not considered research and is not a product of any 
research department.  Employees may provide advice to investors as well as to Vining Spark's trading desk.  The trading desk may trade as principal in 
the products discussed in this material.  Employees may have consulted with the trading desk while preparing this material and the trading desk may 
have accumulated positions in the securities or related derivatives products that are the subject of this material.  Employees receive compensation 
which may be based in part on the quality of their analysis, Vining Sparks' revenues, trading revenues, and competitive factors. Although this 
information has been obtained from sources which we believe to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy, and it may be incomplete or 
condensed.  Opinions, historical price(s) or value(s) are as of the date and, if applicable, time, indicated.  Vining Sparks Interest Rate Products does not 
accept any responsibility to update any opinions or other information contained in this communication.  Vining Sparks Interest Rate Products is not 
providing investment advice through this material.  This is for information purposes only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation of any product.  
Securities, financial instruments, products or strategies mentioned in this material may not be suitable for all investors.  Before acting on any advice 
or recommendation in this material, you should consider whether it is suitable for your particular circumstances.  Further information on any of the 
securities or financial instruments mentioned in this material may be obtained upon request. 
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